Soft Modular three-seat sofa
Jasper Morrison, 2016

Description

Shop

Soft Modular three-seat sofa by Jasper Morrison for Vitra.

274/275 Upper Street London N1 2UA
Monday to Saturday 10am to 6pm
Sunday 11am to 5pm T 020 7288
1996 mail@twentytwentyone.com

Modular sofa which combines pure proportions with great comfort. Designed by
Jasper Morrison in 2016, the Soft Modular Sofa is Jasper Morrison’s interpretation
of the style of sofa that has become a modern classic: the low-slung modular sofa
with a horizontal emphasis. In line with Jasper Morrison’s philosophy of ’super
normal’ design, the Soft Modular Sofa marries great comfort with considered
proportions and expressive clarity.
The modular design of the Soft Modular Sofa allows it to function as an
architectural element that can be integrated into any interior. The range consists of
a two-seat and three-seat sofa, side, corner, and central elements as well as a
chaise long; the Soft Modular Sofa can be customised to suit a wide range of
requirements.
The Soft Modular sofa has a seat made from steel frame, wood construction with
steel springs, polyurethane foam structure and visco cover. Arm and backrests
made of wood construction with polyurethane foam structure and chamber cushion
overlay (filling made of polyurethane foam rods and polyester fibres).
Removable covers in the following fabrics and leathers of the Vitra collection:
Olimpo, Volo, Cosy, Dumet, Iroko, Linha, Tress, Credo, Moss, Leather, Leather
Premium. Click here to see grades and colours available. Material samples
available to view at our shop and showroom
Pricing example is for two lateral elements and one central part that form a
three-seat sofa, as seen on main image. Please see pdfs in 'Product downloads' to
see all elements in the Soft Modular range, or enquire for details.
Dimensions:
330w x 98d x 38/64.5cmh

Product code
VIT- 21046*
Delivery
Made-to-order: 6-8 weeks
Price
£5,080.00
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